ENGLISH
CREATIVE WRITING
I.1. Write a few sentences on the topic ‘My Favourite Animal’. 5
2. Complete the story and give proper heading. 5
A sailor took his pet monkey with him to a sea trip. A terrible storm overturned the ship. A dolphin saved the monkey’s life. It took the monkey to an island. The monkey said that he was a prince. The dolphin understood his lie. It left the monkey alone in the island.

GRAMMAR
II.1. Rearrange the following sentences. Use capital letters and punctuate them. 1
a) the sun shone the sky in
b) few friends Raman had
2. Choose the correct article from the brackets. 1
a) My grandparents live in _______ (an, a) small cottage.
b) Kathmandu is ______ (a, the) capital of Nepal.
3. Fill up with correct form of verb from the brackets. 1
a) I _______ (meet) Nitya yesterday.
b) She _______ (seem) relaxed and happy.
4. Pick the pronoun from the brackets and replace the word/words underlined. 1
a) The bus is crowded. The bus is going from Kollam to Varkala. (He, She, It)
b) The pigeons were building a nest. It was interesting to watch the pigeons everyday. (them, it, they)
5. My _______ has a cat. It wails all night. (Use possessive form of the underlined noun) 1
SPELLING

III.1. Fill in the missing letters. 5
a) w__is__er  
   b) n__b__le  
   c) c__u__ch

d) p__e__ty  
   e) c__a__led

2. Choose the correctly spelt word. 5
a) posionous, poisonous, poesionous
b) feithers, feathers, feathars
c) desparate, desperate, despraete
d) snatceed, snatched, snatcaed
e) ticlked, tickled, teckled

VOCABULARY

IV.1. Write one word for the following. 4
a) Fenced area outside the home
b) Light and airy
c) A favourable exchange of goods
d) A box or trunk

2. Write opposites. 4
a) smart
b) tiny
b) free
d) despise

3. Make a sentence. 2

   a) delicious
   b) dangerous

LITERATURE

V.1. Read the sentence and answer the questions. 2
“Without a word, he took me in his arms and started running.”

   a) Who started running?
   b) Where did he go?

2. Answer the following questions. 2
a) What happened when the mountain cried?
b) Where does the butterfly come from?
c) What did Dick send to Africa?
d) What did the old woman get in exchange for the loaves of bread?
e) Where did grandpa take the author?
VI. Children, everyone should try to wake up before five in the morning. The ideal time for spiritual practices like meditation and chanting is ‘Brahma Muhurta’. During this period, sattvic qualities are predominant in nature. Moreover, the mind will be clear and body energetic.